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Site Address: 7 Bon-Accord Square, Aberdeen, AB11 6DJ, 

Application 
Description: Replacement windows to front and rear

Application Ref: 181777/DPP

Application Type: Detailed Planning Permission

Application Date: 11 October 2018

Applicant: The Auld Alliance Limited

Ward: Torry/Ferryhill

Community Council: Ferryhill And Ruthrieston

Case Officer: Alex Ferguson

RECOMMENDATION
 
Refuse

APPLICATION BACKGROUND

Site Description
A mid-terraced property set over 4 levels, including attic and basement, on the southern side of 
Bon-Accord Square, forming part of a traditional granite-built category ‘B’ listed terrace. The 
building is currently vacant but was last used as an office. Whilst relatively unaltered to the front, 
the building has a large 4 storey mid-to-late 20th century extension to the rear. The original building 
incorporates traditional (original and/ or historic) single-glazed timber sliding sash & case windows 
to the front and rear, of varying fenestration patterns. The site lies within the Bon-Accord/Crown 
Street Conservation Area.

Relevant Planning History

Application Number Proposal Decision Date
181776/LBC Replacement windows to front and rear Status: Pending 

Determination

181778/LBC Erection of boundary walls, with railings and 
gate to an existing rear car park; and internal 
alterations to second floor including removal of 
partitions; and relocation of sink and wc to form 
shower room with associated pipework

23.01.2019

Status: Approved 
Conditionally

181779/DPP Erection of boundary walls with railings and gate 
to an existing car park

23.01.2019

Status: Approved 
Conditionally
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APPLICATION DESCRIPTION

Description of Proposal
Listed building consent is sought for the replacement of all of the windows in the ‘original’ part of 
the building (not including the modern rear extension). There are 11 existing windows, all timber-
framed, single-glazed sliding sash & case units, comprising:

 5no two-over-two windows on the ground and first floors on the front elevation;
 2no eight-over-four windows at basement level (one on each of the front and rear 

elevations);
 2no six-over-six windows, one each on the rear elevation’s ground and first floors;
 1no multi-paned tripartite front dormer window; and
 1no two-over-two rear dormer window.

The replacement windows would also be timber-framed sliding sash & case units – to match the 
profiles, fenestration patterns and proportions of the existing windows with the exception of the 
incorporation of slim-profile double-glazed units rather than single-glazed panes as at present. The 
rear (one-over-one) dormer window would be replaced with a multi-paned six-over-six unit. 

Supporting Documents
All drawings and supporting documents listed below can be viewed on the Council’s website at:

https://publicaccess.aberdeencity.gov.uk/online-
applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=PGFIFSBZI1X00  

 Supporting Statement (including a brief photographic window condition survey and 
justification for the proposed works)

 Updated Supporting Statement (29 May 2019) – including quotations for works by three 
joinery companies and thermal efficiency calculations (The applicant has requested that this 
statement is not placed in the public domain, due to the sensitive tendering information 
contained within it)

CONSULTATIONS

Ferryhill And Ruthrieston Community Council – No response.

REPRESENTATIONS

None.

MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Legislative Requirements
Sections 25 and 37(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 require that where, 
in making any determination under the planning acts, regard is to be had to the provisions of the 
Development Plan and that determination shall be made in accordance with the plan, so far as 
material to the application unless material considerations indicate otherwise.     

Section 59(1) of The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 1997 
requires a planning authority, in considering whether to grant planning permission for development 
which affects a listed building or its setting, to have special regard to the desirability of preserving 

https://publicaccess.aberdeencity.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=PGFIFSBZI1X00
https://publicaccess.aberdeencity.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=PGFIFSBZI1X00
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the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which it 
possesses.

Section 64 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 1997 places 
a duty on planning authorities to preserve and enhance the character or appearance of 
conservation areas.

National Planning Policy and Guidance
 Scottish Planning Policy (SPP)
 Historic Environment Policy for Scotland (HEPS)
 Historic Environment Scotland (HES) – ‘Managing Change in the Historic Environment’: 

Windows, Asset Management

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (2014) (SDP)

The purpose of the SDP is to set a spatial strategy for the future development of the Aberdeen 
City and Shire. The general objectives of the plan are promoting economic growth and sustainable 
economic development which will reduce carbon dioxide production, adapting to the effects of 
climate change, limiting the use of non-renewable resources, encouraging population growth, 
maintaining and improving the region’s built, natural and cultural assets, promoting sustainable 
communities and improving accessibility.

From the 29 March 2019, the Strategic Development Plan 2014 will be beyond its five-year review 
period. In the light of this, for proposals which are regionally or strategically significant or give rise 
to cross boundary issues between Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire, the presumption in favour of 
development that contributes to sustainable development will be a significant material 
consideration in line with Scottish Planning Policy 2014.

The Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2017 will continue to be the primary document 
against which applications are considered. The Proposed Aberdeen City & Shire SDP 2020 may 
also be a material consideration.

Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP)
 NC1: City Centre Development - Regional Centre
 H2: Mixed Use Areas
 D1: Quality Placemaking by Design
 D4: Historic Environment

Supplementary Guidance and Technical Advice Notes
 The Repair and Replacement of Windows and Doors

EVALUATION

Impact of the development on the city centre and neighbouring uses
Policy NC1 (City Centre Development – Regional Centre) of the ALDP seeks to ensure that all 
new development in the city centre contributes toward the delivery of the vision for the city centre 
as a Regional Centre, as set out in the City Centre Masterplan (CCMP). Policy H2 (Mixed Use 
Areas) of the ALDP seeks to ensure that all new development in Mixed Use Areas adequately 
preserves the amenity and viability of neighbouring uses.

This application for replacement windows would not harm either the delivery of the vision for the 
city centre, nor the amenity or viability of any neighbouring uses. Therefore, the proposed 
development does not conflict with the aims of Policies NC1 and H2. 
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Importance of windows to the building’s special character and the character and 
appearance of the conservation area
The legal requirement for the planning authority in determining an application for planning 
permission is to have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting and 
any features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses and also to ensure that 
the character and appearance of the conservation area would be either preserved or enhanced by 
the works.

The subject windows are special architectural features; the traditional sash and case units are of 
great relevance to the historic fabric and character of the building and the wider terrace. Historic 
Environment Scotland’s ‘Managing Change in the Historic Environment: Windows’ (MCHE) 
guidance highlights the importance of historic windows to a building’s character, noting that: 
‘windows make a substantial contribution to the character, authenticity and physical integrity of 
most historic buildings and also to the character and interest of historic streets and places’ 

It is important to note that even the most faithful modern replica window, although it may be a 
close match to the appearance of the existing historic windows, would still result in the loss of 
original or historic fabric, which would be to the detriment of the building’s special character and 
the character of the conservation area. Therefore, in assessing this application, the question to be 
asked is not simply whether the appearance of the new windows would satisfactorily replicate that 
of the existing units, but also what impact the loss of existing fabric would have on the building’s 
character and that of the wider conservation area.

Principle of replacement
Given the contribution that original or historic windows make to a building’s special character (and 
by extension, to a lesser degree, the character of the conservation area), it is thus understandable 
that both national and local planning policy and guidance is strongly supportive of the retention 
and repair of existing windows wherever possible, as opposed to replacement, which is generally 
only supported as a last-resort where the existing windows are no longer capable of repair (and 
this has been satisfactorily demonstrated).

MCHE: Windows, strongly promotes the repair or replacement of individual window components 
on a like-for-like basis as and when required.  This being preferable to replacement of an entire 
window unit: ‘Where windows are of historic interest, repair of their components is preferable to 
replacement. This approach not only retains historically-important fabric and character, but is 
sustainable.’

The Council’s Supplementary Guidance (SG): The Repair and Replacement of Windows and 
Doors states that in listed buildings, wherever possible, historic fabric should be retained and 
advises that the replacement of original/ historic windows will only be supported if it can be 
demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Council that they have deteriorated beyond practicable/ 
economic repair. In this regard, the SG states that applications for replacement windows in listed 
buildings will be required to include a detailed window condition survey (paragraph 4.4).

Window Condition Survey
MCHE: Asset Management states that: ‘It is strongly recommended that specialist conservation 
consultants and practitioners appropriate to the nature and significance of the asset and the scale 
of the works are used to prepare historic building records, archaeological measured surveys and 
condition surveys; and to advise on any works of alteration or repair.’

That advice is backed up at a local level by the Council’s SG which notes that a window condition 
survey should be conducted by a competent professional (advised in Appendix 1 of the SG to be 
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‘someone who is knowledgeable in the field of architectural conservation or building conservation 
e.g. joiner’) and should document, in detail, the condition of each of the windows. 

Initially, a supporting statement prepared by the agent: ‘Bennett Architectural Design Limited’ was 
submitted, incorporating a brief window condition survey and statement of justification for the 
proposed replacement of the windows. This survey contains photographs and a brief, high-level 
overview of the condition of some of the windows, without individually listing all of the windows and 
each’s defects. It concludes that generally the windows have all fallen into disrepair and thus 
require replacement.

The Council considers that the survey contains insufficient detail or evidence on the condition of 
the existing windows. Furthermore, at a site visit (at which the agent and the Council’s Senior 
Conservation Officer attended), it was not immediately apparent that the windows we in a state of 
disrepair and the findings of the survey (not carried out by a joiner or conservation-accredited 
professional) were therefore disputed. Whilst it is clear from some of the photographs in the 
survey, and from closer inspection on site, that some of the windows are indeed in need of repair, 
with issues such as flaking paint and rotten sills, it is the Council’s opinion that the windows are 
generally in a reasonable condition given their age and certainly not beyond repair. 

It is worth noting that the two top floor windows (one on each of the front and rear elevations) do 
not appear to be original or of any significant age and are thus of limited historic value. The 
principle of their replacement is thus accepted.

In the absence of a detailed window condition survey, carried out by a suitably qualified person, 
which demonstrates otherwise, the principle of replacement of the majority of the windows has not 
been established and the Council cannot support the loss of the existing windows. As such the 
submission of a detailed window condition survey was requested, although despite several 
indications that one would be commissioned, none has been forthcoming.

However an updated Supporting Statement, of 29 May 2019, again not including a window 
condition survey, does incorporate a quotation for repair and draught-proofing works to all subject 
windows by ‘Ventrolla’, a reputable sash window repair company. Ventrolla have visited the 
property and recommend replacing a number of sills, pully stiles and window furniture, but only 
recommend the wholesale replacement of one window and the replacement of one sash each in 
two other windows. Whilst not going into detail regarding the condition of each window, the 
quotation and recommendations of Ventrolla can be taken to outline that they consider the vast 
majority of the windows are not ‘beyond repair’, an approach preferable in policy terms – and 
reflective of the visual inspections of the ACC conservation officer.

It is therefore considered that the existing windows are predominantly in a reasonable condition, 
capable of repair and thus the principle of their replacement has not been justified or established.

Additional justification
The information submitted by the applicant, as justification for replacement rather than repair, 
predominantly concentrates on perceived economic/ long term sustainability benefits of the 
proposed double-glazed windows, in terms of: energy efficiency; and savings in heating costs. The 
additional supporting statement also outlines how the applicant considers that wholesale 
replacement of the existing windows would be more cost-efficient in the long-term, than repair and 
refurbishment.  However, this view is questioned, given the lack in clear justification, such that 
officers have the opposite view – this is discussed below.

SPP paragraph 45 states that all development must be resource efficient. In this regard, whilst the 
proposed double-glazed units would undoubtedly improve the thermal efficiency of the building, 
the applicant has either not considered, or has discounted (without demonstrated justification), 
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alternative, more sympathetic options such as: draught-proofing the existing sashes; using 
shutters; installing carefully designed internal secondary glazing; or retrofitting slim-profile double 
glazed units within the existing window frames, as per the guidance set out in Managing Change 
in the Historic Environment: Windows and the Council’s Repair and Replacement of Windows and 
Doors SG.

These above noted, more sympathetic alternatives for improving thermal efficiency were 
suggested to the applicant/ agent at a site meeting. In particular, it is disappointing that the 
possibility of retro-fitting slim-profile double-glazing into the existing window sashes has not been 
explored. Such works would provide the same thermal efficiency improvements that the applicant 
is seeking, whilst retaining the existing historic fabric of the window frames. The Council 
understands that the cost for such works would not likely exceed those noted in the quotations for 
wholesale replacement, as provided by two local joiners.  But would importantly retain the historic 
fabric of the existing frames. 

In respect of the applicant’s argument that the installation of new windows would be more cost-
efficient in the long-term than continued maintenance/ repairs to the existing windows, no 
significant level of detail has been provided to demonstrate that this would be the case and that 
the retention of the existing windows would be prohibitively expensive. Rather, officer experience 
indicates that costs are likely to be comparable, if not less, and would safeguard existing historic 
fabric.  This alternative position has been discussed with the applicant/ agent, but has not resulted 
in any further exploration.

The absence of any detailed exploration of alternative solutions is contrary to HEPS Policy HEP4, 
which states: ‘Changes to specific assets and their context should be managed in a way that 
protects the historic environment... Steps should be taken to demonstrate that alternatives 
have been explored, and mitigation measures should be put in place.’

Design of the new windows
It is worth noting that were the existing windows actually in a state of disrepair (and thus the 
principle of replacement accepted), the proposed new windows are of a design such that they 
would be compliant with policy and guidance and would be supported as acceptable 
replacements. The new windows would be timber-framed sliding sash & case units with profiles 
(including fenestration pattern and astragal details) to match the existing windows, albeit with slim 
profile double glazing incorporated as opposed to the existing single-glazed panes. The new 
windows, by virtue of their sympathetic design, to replicate the existing units, would preserve the 
appearance of the listed building and the wider conservation area and would, in themselves be 
compliant with ALDP Policies D1 (Quality Placemaking by Design) and D4 (Historic Environment).  
However, as noted above, in order for the Council to consider replacement, the existing windows 
must first be identified as being beyond repair, which is not the case. Thus, the quality of the 
proposed replacement windows is largely irrelevant in the assessment of this application, 
particularly as the unnecessary loss of historic fabric would adversely affect the special 
architectural and historic interest of the listed building..

Impact on the special character of the building and the conservation area
Ultimately the loss of the existing windows (some of which are potentially original, all of which are 
historic) would result in the loss of original and/ or historic fabric which contributes significantly 
toward the special character of the building and, to a lesser degree, toward the character of the 
conservation area. The applicant has failed to adequately demonstrate that the existing windows 
are beyond economic/ practical repair, or to explore more sympathetic alternatives to replacement 
that would achieve their aims of improved thermal efficiency. Therefore, the principle of 
replacement has not been satisfactorily established and the proposals would thus fail to preserve 
the special character of the listed building and those features of special architectural interest which 
it possesses and the character of the wider conservation area. The proposals therefore fail to 
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comply with SPP, HEPS, Policy D4 of the ALDP, the relevant national guidance as contained in 
MCHE: Windows and local guidance contained in The Repair and Replacement of Windows and 
Doors.

Strategic Development Plan
In terms of assessment against the Strategic Development Plan, due to the small scale of this 
proposal the proposed development is not considered to be strategic or regionally significant, or 
require consideration of cross-boundary issues and, therefore, does not require detailed 
consideration against the SDP.

Stop the Clock
The agent was informed via email on 6 November 2018 that the supporting statement submitted 
with the application was insufficient, in terms of providing the amount of detail required for a 
window condition survey, and that in order for the Council to be able to support the principle of 
replacement, this would need to be robustly evidenced in a detailed window condition survey 
carried out by a competent professional. An updated supporting statement (not including window 
condition survey) was finally submitted on 29 May 2019. Thus, the clock has been stopped for the 
intervening time period. It is now considered that the application be determined on its merits, as 
set out above.

RECOMMENDATION

Refuse

REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION

The proposals would not affect the delivery of the vision for the city centre, in accordance with 
Policy NC1 (City Centre Development – Regional Centre) of the Aberdeen Local Development 
Plan (ALDP), nor the amenity or viability of any neighbouring uses, in accordance with Policy H2 
(Mixed Use Areas) of the ALDP.

The proposal to replace the existing windows would adversely affect the historic architectural 
integrity and character of the listed building and by extension, to a lesser degree, the character of 
the conservation area. The existing windows (with the exception of the two at roof-level) are 
historic/ possibly original and in the absence of a detailed window condition survey, visual 
inspections by officers indicate they do not appear to be beyond practicable repair. Indeed, the 
applicant’s updated supporting statement includes a quotation from a reputable window repair 
company which only recommends the wholesale replacement of one window. Thus, it is 
considered that: the vast majority of the windows are not ‘beyond repair’; and the principle of 
replacing them has therefore not been suitably justified, thus is not accepted. The proposals 
therefore fail to comply with the principles of Scottish Planning Policy (SPP), Historic Environment 
Policy for Scotland (HEPS), Policy D4 (Historic Environment) of the Aberdeen Local Development 
Plan, the Council's supplementary guidance on The Repair and Replacement of Windows & Doors 
and Historic Environment Scotland’s Managing Change in the Historic Environment: ‘Windows’ 
and ‘Asset Management’ guidance. 

Whilst the applicant has largely based their justification for replacing the existing windows on 
thermal efficiency/ sustainability grounds, issues which are not without merit, they have not 
explored in any detail, alternative, more sympathetic solutions to addressing these issues, which 
would allow the existing windows to be retained, as is required by HEPS Policy HEP4.


